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ABSTRACT
The increasing presence and use of compdters in
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Computers and their _uses into library education. The Drexel

,
University Graduate School.of Library Science has introduced the
computer into the Curriculum more through individual experimentation
'and innovation than by planned development. In this way, it is
'adapted to specific areas rather than attached to remotely related
courses. Training is.in thik areas of computer programming, data base
access and on-line .searching,t and the use of packagld programs for
data reduction and analysii, 'Access to several computers and data
base services is a feature of the program. The format is detailed for
those courses whtch emplcwcomputers. On-line training, with its
pkoblems and.posrsibilitieir, is diseussed. Statistical analysis is a
facet of four courses. In-,the future computer-aided instruction and
the creatiOn.and Manipulation of in-ho se data bases are areas which
vill be further investigated. (Author)
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ABSTRACT

A

, . *

'The incrnaging'presence of computers.and their usep in' libraries hn$ brought

! -

41,04t the. more frequerAt: introduction of computers and/uses of 0 into library
\J -

.education. The Drexel University GSLS Ras introduce the coMputer into-the pqrricutum

more tfirough individuarexperimentation ahd innovat on than.by planned development.
t .-

.1m this way, it is adapted tn specific areas rather,than'attached to remotelY
.

related courses- Training.is in the'areas of computer programming, data base

aecess and on-line searching, and.the use of packaged programs-for date re-L)

duction she analysis.. Aicess'to several computers.and dgrta base services is a
.

/

feature nf the-program. The, format ts detailed for- ihn'se courses which employ

.coimputeri: On-Line training, with ttsiproblems,and'poasibilities, is diicussed.

Statistical analysis is a facet of our courses. In the future, computer-aided

instructionind the,creationand manipUlation of in-house daia bases are areas

whtbh Will be further investigated. (127)
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If the computer is not yet ubiquitous in present day libraries then at

.least the presence40 compilters is being felt inan ever increasing

.number of ways. This in turn iticreases the,demind for librarians whd

are trained both in the direct use.of Computers and-in the use-of com-

puter generated products and services.

1

,.

\
This trend towards computerization has bee .feit in library schools as

I

,well. It is the purpoSe of this'article to describe how computers and
X .

/

computing have been integrated into-the curriculum of one.school, the

Drexel UniverZity Graduate Sabool of Library Science.

The introduction of the computer

characterized more by individual

planned growth and developMent.

that it is flexible and adaptive

into our.curriculum has heen a process.

ixperimentation and innovation than by

The advantage of such an apprOach

in meeting educational, needs, The .

major di4advantage is i'lack of coordination--studeas in similar areas

of study may have widefy different exposure to computers depending on
.

their choice-of courses. As a'result, in a single class one may.find

students with several hours of on-line searching experience together
1

with students who have never even seen an on-line demonstration. For

the present this situation is prntrolled by providing tutoridls outside

of class to bring st deilts to appropriate levels of knowledge. We

believe that as we learn more aboueteaching computer related techniques,
I

we will be able to improve their integration into thg curriculum.

/
i .

Ap Present our curriculum offers three main types of'ttaining in computer

usage.: These are: direct control and use of machines through computer

ptiogramming; data base access and on-line searching; and the use of

4
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packaged.programa for data'reduction and analysis: Of these only com-

puter'programming is the topic of entire courses. The other types of.

training', are disperaed among a variety of.couraes. In.addition, we

offer co4rs'es which deal with,computer related topics such as 'management

of automated operations, costanalysis, systems analtsis, and the design

of information'systems.

,

.
Our present approach is to integrate computer training into all courses

.where it.is appropriate. An alternateapproach would.be to offer com-

.puter wotk as separate specialized courT. An important benefit of our

integrated approach is that it showa computer usage as an integral Part

of librarianship rather that as the province pf:asuall group of specalists.

This approach, however, raises a point 6f essential dichotomy. As long

as the cdmputer is simply one tool among many there is an implication

that a greater depth of knowledge of.one tool can offset more superficial

knowledge of another. For example, students in a bibliography course:

may differ in their degree of knowledge of specific tools and. yet each

may beconsidered well skilled in the overall subject of,bibliogkaphy.

On the other hand, the power and the diversity available in a computer
4

makes, deep knowledge of the.machine necessary for full exploitation.
;

This means that at least gme of our students need courses aimed at

building thia deep.knowledge - -which in turn means introductory courses

providing a ,strong preparation for this knowledge. The problem to be

-solved, is the extent'to which introductory'courses specifically dealing

with oOmputera should be required and whether they should be required of

all students dr only those in specific.areas of study. Since this

involVes predictions about the developing nature of library science, we.

do not expect easy solutions.
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Computer Equipment

OUi'computer needs for prograip ptocessing,in in eractive and.batch godes

are met by an IBM 370/168 and * DEC System 10. These computerS are,

shared by a consortium of area universities and research organizations,

thus colgling available much more domputing powe .than a university of our

size could normally fford. This computing p er includes language

cdpabiiities in PL//, BASIC, ALGOL, FORTRAN, OBOL, AYL and others.

hAve_a wide range of software packages (pie- itten'programs) for 'late

manipulation and data base management'. The ilibrarischool.bas accounts

with Systems Development Corporation and Lc) kheed Information

for the provision ci on-line data base se ices. In,addition

access, as an educational member, to the Ohio College 'Library

data base.of catalog information,and to the. BALLOTS-dar base

\

University.

SystemS

we have

Center'Is

at Stanford

A

We connect to these services through dial-up (telephone) connection: and

through on-site use in the case of our local computers. The libraiy

school haS't4o terminals, one of which is a printing terminal and the'

oither a CRT (television screen) terminal. In addiiion, the Univerdty

has available a variety of terminals including:a number of portable

models which w6 use to.accomodate multiple demohs'tration4 or large

clasSes. These terminals can alSO be borro*ed for facult or student

lige at home.
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We,.hive'found that, as a library school, we are in a special position.

with re$pect to otr computer usage needs. . Our' local computer'facilitie$

t are oriented toward scientific and engineering'problem solving whichj,

generally involves numeric data and large amountS of calpulation on

(relatively) small amounts of'data. Our needs, on the other.hand, tend

to involveeprOcessing.large quantities of textual data. These differences
9

mean that computer center personnel arealess able to advise and assisi

our students and-consequently we must carry a.greater. burden within the

school. It also means that the machine serviCes and program packages

/available may not reflect our own.priorities in data processing.

There is a similar' mismatch with respect to training students in the use

of on-line data bagts: The data base services tend to assume a trained

seacher with knowledge of the data base and a specific question to

search. 'Our studenta are just'learning search techniques and search

tools. Thus, the on-line training manuals and user guiles need to be

supplemented for-our situation. One particularly identifiable need is

for more sample searches with commentary. This helps students without

experiente in )actual reference work; We are in the process of" developiri

our own training materials. In addition-We have joined the Northeast

Academic Science Information Center (NASIC), a group aimed primarily at

introducing on-line searching to academic libraries. NASIC training
_

materials are a useful suppiement and several of our staff members have

been trained at NASIC workshops.

1 AI
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Computer Pi'ogramming ;

,

4

We:teach two.tquFses which'are devoted to comOuter prograMming. The

first, Comp0UkT Programming for InformatiOn iProcmaing (L627).1 is de-
,-

'signed as an iritroduction for students with.aio background ift either .

maPlematics orAprogramming. The second course, Text ProCessing by

:Computer (L628) assumes programming background (or the first course) and
.

concentrates On techniques for manipulating large amounts of textual

data. This inclndes such tilings an aufomatic indexingmanipulating

'Noe

.MARC tapes, and interactiVe processing. ipoth ceurses use.the.PL/1 pro-
.. . .

t,..
' gramming language. Tie advanced course adds'the use of the BASIC. ."

language.

Ii

The beginning course gives the students actual experienceklin writing and

running prqgrams. The exercises are aimed at ,such librari related 'tasks

as eXtracting key.words, rotating titles, and formatting bibliographic

data. In this course we want to,prepare students to deal with computers

and CoMputer professionals but not necessarily Co;work as programmers.

'Thus the emphasis on understanding and mastery.of:the more important'
442 -'

;
aspects,of the programding language rather than op covering the entire .

.,,,
.

.

_
language. In line with this aim students are taught how prrrams should

-

itten and documenteiqor use by others. .This'includes structured

'

.

programming, flow charting, and the writing of prose delCriptions of the

programIs function.

About forty vercent0of our students take the beginning programming

courge./ About five percent haVe sufficient background to begin with the

advanced course. We have,-no present plans to eN.:h.aae our course offerings
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in programmiog. Students who wa_nt more prbgramming or'specific ex-

periences elect independent studies. Such studies have-included learn-

ing the APL language, developing programs.for computer-aided filstruction,

and working with complex file structures. Doctoral students seeking

\'*greater depth maY take our seminar in systems design or,

reciprocal agreement with MOore School of.Electrical
-

the University of Pennsylvania, coursellsuch aSCOmpiler-

Construction of operAink Systems.

.

.

On-lfhe Data Bases

through's

Engineering of

design or the

The most pervaSive and the newest impact of the Computer on our curriculum

1

has beenAhst of on-line data bases. At least ten different courses,
presently make some use of on=line data bases. This.ranges,from simple

demonstrations to intensive hands-on work. The-courseW involved range

widely. The eeatest use is in courses dealinlwith reference and

bibliography in various subject s5eas.

The following are some brief descriptions of how on-line

used in various classes:

MO.

searching is

In our introductory coUrse, Fundamentals of Library and

Information. Science (L6017602), students see a number of

speciSny,selected searches.performed, Closed circuit

television is used to give .everyone a-view-of the terminal.

Each student perforts a simple search involving two or three'

-

key words. Instruction concentrates On basic concepts

and showing on-line searching as a part of all biblio-

graphic resources.
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Students in our Organization of Materials course (L610)

prepare catalog cards for selected boolcs. They ti"), tO

identify search keys for.each item. ,They test these" (

keys on OCt'o And compare their cataloging with that

which is retrie'ved.

In Resources in the Sociaf SO.ences (1,638) students' pre-

pare searches in advance -- verifying index terms in the

prInted indexes. orking in small groups, students
.

model patrons'and refe5ence librarians in negotiating

the queshons as the on-line search is done.

4.

Students in Abstracting and Indexing .(L607).perform a

series of assigned searches
4'

hich allow themto compare
. ,

index term -searching against free text And to contrast

indexing in different data bases. The students work

in small groups and follow an outline for each search.
1.

The emphasis in Resources in Science and Technology (L641)

is on observing )numbe.c,g!).064T-se data baset. Students

each select adata base and perform their own seaiches.

They present a description of the data base and a review
/

of theit.sdarch to the rest of the class:

Any On-line eXperjence must begin by familiarizingthe.student with the'

search commands and-terminal operation. The techniques for presenting

this material include lectures, readings, demonstr4t1ons, and actual

1 0.

f
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use. Tfie technique dr combination Of te&Iniques used depends upon botti

A

the instructional goals and the instructor's persOnal preference. We

.
are.espectally concerned with.the problem of redundancyin teching

search commands. A stUdent. who has bee rained in one clasa Probably

d'O'es not need the same Material in another.- Wt.present we tolerate a

degree of redun ncy but try to, minimize it by dtfering introductory

lecture4,pn.search 'commands ontside of nlaSs timb. In the future:we

. ,

expect-to.incorpOrate more of this introductory material into our course

Fundamentals of-Library and Information Science, which is required of

s

all new stdde ntsWe slso'hope.that more s elf-instructional materials
9

,will become available: :Nis would allow students to learn or revl.ew

i.hese concepts as they feel the need-'for 'It. 0

-

0

Our Information systems laboratory is the.f,ocal'point of on-line searching.
.

actiVity, -The,laboratory,hoUses4the terminals., phone lines, and a
,,-

cOlteetion.of Menuals,' thesaurf,.and.educationa terials. In addition,

we have calculator and a/special praCpice-collection for indexing and

,

retrieval: 'The laboratory is supervised, b y a graduate assistant who rs

specialry trained,in data-base searching. The aSsistant works Closely

"with faculty in creating assignmenta and supervising student searches.

The most.coniMon setting for interactive use is sMall:groups of three or'

four studentsferforting a joint search: The group is generalry supervised

'by the igaduate assistant whoprovides gUidance on proper command formulation

'arid system capabilities Xong with suggestions on search strategy. The
N,

.eearch'might take from ifteen t.o thikty minutes. Student preparation

for a search mdy range fro 'almost ncne to actually performing the
)..

. .
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eqUivalent manual search. In some situations students select search

4'
1

.

topiCs of personal'interest while in others the topics and even fhe
..

:

general search strategies are specified for them. This variety of

instructiona l-approaches allows instructors'to.:"emphize different
....., ,

.

aspects of on-line data base use. The result is that an eXercise aimed

. / .

at students without prior experience can ,also provide a new point of,
N.

: , , , .

view to Students who have had on-line experience-in another class.

Regardless of the assignmentor the student....!..s preparation, reacting to .

the on-line-retrieval. and 'reformulating A search as one goes on are

:intelecttally demanding activitiesi-- ebpecialiy fOT the inexperienced: .

This means that a stUde Who is still mastering theteChnical asPects.

of Searching,thay not be abi to fully.experience the intellectual
. 1

asp4cts. oT the major advantages of perf6iming searches in groups

is that tkose students who are not operating the terminal have more

opportunityto rale& on the development of the Strategy. In this area

the °role ofthe graduate a)ssistant as acllitator is very important.

The graduate.assistant cati inrerpret the mechine's response*Land p9se

quescions to iid,the searchers".-
4

,

The compleXity of possible search strategies and the Speed of the

computer means that there is a good deal to be learned from retrosPective

consideration of a searcb. Sometimes this is,left to the studeni

either on his own or as a formal paper. Qther times the critique is

provided by the inst ructor. 'This,is another advantage of the group
4

apprach sihce thd students can follow-the Search with

discuSsioh of the technique.

0
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We are-still-in -the process ot decidipg how much and what kind o on--

: .

line, training student should have. There are ego aspects of th s
4

training.' The firdt familiarizaeion with serchTlanguage and earch .

twbnique$4.ndrepeladerif-A$ sOecific data babes. The second area is the r'

7 spedigicit-of-date baseal* vocibulari%S. We.reettlIle. that both kipds

of skill are'importanf, bkit that ulelmatelY 'they-;must be learned in an

environment which involves respOndinltto users with- real infOrmatlon

f

needs. :We see our tole aS preparing students to use.on7the-job experiences

as learning Situationsi

No:discussion
. . .

of on-line searching is complete withOut,a considetation

f the,stosts. Werhae been fortunaig io have the support:of the Uriiversity.
Yr -

administration in eseablishing a speciLic budge&-for on-line searching...

In addition, the data tasevendors have provided some timeat reduced

.rates and eome"freAeMonstratiOna. The fact remains bhatthe,cost'of

. .

giving an entire class hands-gn experience,is,not insignificant. One-of
1-

the prphlems is,the,ChEirging method used-by th% data base.vendor$

t4t is, a fixed houilj; rate based on the total time'connected rather
, 1

than on actual demands placed on the system. An inexperienced student
r .

may spend much 6f his:first search p.ying to master the.terminar-and to

tYpe the search commands correctly. Even after leaning the commands,

student tendd to react more slowly in refining and modifying hijearch

than Would'an experienced seareher. For these reasons the graduate

assietant piays an impolant role in cost control by guiding and expediting

the student's search.

13



The exOnses for computerProgramMing and data analySie are charged

against a,budget Which is separate from that for on-line searching.

is difficult to compare the amounts of computer resources used, but in

7
e-^

general the programming students haye more computer use.than do those

doing on-line searching. In terms of-dollars. per student however, the

amounts tend to be the same,.averaging twenty o thirty'd011ars per

.student per course. Data.analysis is considers ly cheaper,.averaging

. under ten:dollars 'per student. The type of use de ofthe machine is

different, In computer programming*e are able t give students considerably

more latitude ih exPerimenting and learning from th ir own errors.. On-

line search costs preclude such

1

Computers n Data.,,Analysis

2 .

\

teaChing apProach. °

Our third major areetot%computer usjge is the use of packa edlt-ograms

,for data analysts. ,In particular we use the data analysis programs in

SPSS (Statistical Package for the Sociai Sciences).

This,package, is designectfor use by people without coMputer or statis

tical background. The uSer need only name his variable, and specify the

set of stAt14ics'to be calculated n practice"we find that students

--can ciuickly master these technitiu s'and'apply them. The result is that
*

;

more attention,canbe given to considering the interpretation of statistical

data rather than the manipulation of14u4ers.

Students are introeuced to statistical analAlls in our Fundamentals

. ,

course. Lectures present simple statistical concepts and a laboratory

exercise leads students through step:by-step calculationa and, interpretation.

. 4
14
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of the results. The introduction to c611puter data analysis comes In our

class, Measuring Library. Use (L690). Students learn_about various,

statistics, ,see computer analyses-of existing surveys, colleCt data of

their.own, and, finally, use the computer to analyze their..Own data.r .
The ,statisticq which.the computer can calculate includes averages,

.

standard deviations; ag§ Per.ceqtiles. In addition students can generate,'

tables,_histograms, and graphs. (scatter plots).

Students who wish to pursue this arip.s. further can do so through courses

in Research Methods (L691) Or Information Systems Analysis -(1.688) or

through supervised Independent Studies (L893). For some students this

involves working with a library or information center to collect and

analyze new data. 'Others pursue this area,of interest by performing new-
. .

analyses of existing data. To this end me have a collection of survey.

data, including soMe from national surveys. Students are able to single

otit areas of special interest,and to perform in-depth 'analyses Which go

keyond the original uses made of the data.

Doctoral Students. are required to take a graduate course in statistics

as a prerequisite to our SeMipar in Research Methodology (L694). This

seminardraws heavily, n computdr prograth packages and on sample analyses'

using data.drawn from the research literature. Many of the techniques

-'are too cumbersome for hand calculation and can only be implemented by

using computers- The techniques include multiple regression,jactor

-

analysis, and clusteting.

15
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Plans for the Future
,

, We ate still in a d velopment phase with yespept-to our use of. com- (1.

putets. We expect tha t as weogathet more experience and as the role of,

computers in libraris develops, our curricauM will continue to.change.

-

Olie development will be a reduction In-tedundancy in our introduction to

on-line searching. We may also require a greater practical knowledge of

computers and computer usage for ail of our students. This might be

,done by including the matetials in a required course or by setting a

proficiency requirement supported by a non-credit course.

At'present iTe have done little in the field 'of computer-aided instruction

(CA1)- We have experimented with some internally produced management

games, but have not been able to create strong educatiOnAl toolL Some

of our advanced studentsjlave been working with a program whichdiMulates

simple-library.operations. Our goal here is not to truly' represent

the world but to teach the use of simulation And to gain.insight into'

real world functions. Our slow prOgress in the area Of CAI is a re-
,

flection of our own limitations and priorities. We intend', hoWever, to

continue investigations in this area.

-Another area in*Leh-wegiare eperimenting is the,creation and manipulation
ri

of our own data bases. This would have advantages in training students

on data bases, which ate smiller and closer to their interests. We hope

it will also provea cheaper way of training students in data bade

commands. We presently have an on-line search capability for detailed

descriptions of Library School courses. We holie tO create a searchable

file derived from MARC records. It temains to-be seen whether this

aPproach will be both cost-effectiNie"and pedagogically worth-while.

16
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